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There’s a Big Change 
Happening
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Put yourself in the shoes 
of the modern traveler. 



Behavior of Guests is Changing... 

• More digitally savvy.

• Online reviews highly influence where 
they choose to stay.

• How they book their holidays.

• Their expectations about the hotel 
experience.

• What loyalty means to them.

• How they want to interact with hotel 
brands before, during & after their stay.
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... And, You Must Change Too

• Adapt to the new ways guests want to 
interact with your hotels & staff.

• Engage with guests online & respond to 
reviews.

• Develop new internal processes, KPIs & 
objectives. 

• Increase the weight of data driven 
decision-making.

• Implement new systems & tools to 
eliminate silos of guest data. Photo courtesy of citizenM
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Proactive Guest Feedback Management

• Encourage guests to communicate while on property.
• Use in-stay surveys to allow service recovery.
• Automate processes to ensure fast follow-up to feedback.
• Access real-time insight on-the-go via mobile app.

• Gather feedback after check-out.
• Use insights to prioritize operational & service improvements.
• Automate processes to respond to survey feedback & reviews.
• Track KPI evolution over time.

In-stay

Post-stay
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The Power of Combining In-stay & Post-stay

• Client: Leading luxury brand with almost 40 hotels.
• Analyzed impact of using in-stay surveys to allow service recovery.

Results vs. only 
post-stay

1,704
guests

In-stay survey

Post-stay survey

&

Responded to

Overall 
Satisfaction 

Score
NPS®

+13.8% +24.2%



Digital Guest Messaging
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Guests Want to Communicate in New Ways

• Messaging is a daily part of life & guests want the convenience of 
being able to communicate with your hotels in this manner. 

• You need to adapt & let guests communicate with your team 
through the messaging service of their choice.

• A room phone & a receptionist are no longer enough. In fact, a 
number of new chains are not even putting phones in rooms.

• Hotel mobile Apps can be good for loyalty but limit communication 
due to the low volume of downloads.
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The shift to digital 
messaging is not a 
case of IF but 
WHEN you do it… 



Digital Communication Channels

Face-to-face
Letter
Phone

Email
Social Media 
Messaging Apps
SMS/Text 
Messaging

Chatbot
Chat widget
Voice Assistants

TRADITIONAL

MORE RECENT

NEW
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How to Leverage This 
Opportunity Now



Manage Communications from One Central Hub

*WhatsApp	 coming	soon

Guest messages hotel from 
the channel of their choice. 

Sure, Sam is on his 
way with them!

Can someone bring 
me clean towels?

Messages are received in the 
Messaging Hub where you can 
respond & manage requests.

1 2
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Benefits for Guest & Hotel

• Message hotel using SMS, FB Messenger, Line, Viber, WeChat, or 
WhatsApp (available soon).

• Enjoy a seamless experience with no App to download.

• Leverage one, easy-to-use, central hub to receive and respond to 
real-time requests from guests, via the service of their choice.

• Identify and resolve problems while guests are still on property, 
allowing for real-time service recovery. 

• Improve response times and service excellence to boost guest 
satisfaction. 
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Messaging Hub on Your Website

• Embed a customizable widget on your website, Wi-Fi login screen or other 
digital platform so that guests can contact you easily and continue the 
conversation using their preferred messaging service.
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Follow-up on Feedback in Real-time

• Use Case Management to: 

- Manage follow-up and ensure 
effective service recovery.
- Streamline operations.
- Increase staff efficiency, 

reducing costs.
- Drive service excellence.
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Manage from Our Mobile App Too
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Messaging Best 
Practices



Creative Ways to Promote Messaging to Your Guests

• Reply to guests via any channel 
they use.
• Printed cards in bedroom.
• TV screen behind reception / in 

bedroom.
• Message on WiFi login.
• Footer on email communications.
• Reminders around hotel in key 

locations.
• QR codes.
• Card keys.
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Digital Communications & Staff Management

• Hire employees with 
appropriate skills

• Provide training and 
support

• Provide policy, procedures 
and guidelines

• Protect your hotel/brand
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6 Guidelines for Digital Communications

1. Respond promptly

2. Introduce yourself

3. Be clear and concise

4. Be professional and courteous

5. Be alert to guests around you

6. If guests are upset, offer to call 
them
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The Core of Hospitality 
Does Not Change



The Secret Sauce Remains the Same

How guests interact changes but the core 
of hospitality doesn’t change…

• still about the people…

• still about creating remarkable guest 
experiences…

• still about the comfy bed…

• but technology and data change how 
guests interact and experience that 
hospitality.
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Q & A



Rudeina Nicola
r.nicolas@reviewpro.com


